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Becoming a Blue Angel
BY SARAH CHASE (’17), alumni relations coordinator
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t. James Cox (’05) (Top): The Blue Angels fly in
a lways k new he a Diamond 360 formation at
an air show. This is their most
w a nt e d to joi n challenging maneuver with
the Navy. But he the tightest wingtip-to-canopy
never expected he separation. (Right): James Cox
(’05) (third from right) with
would one day showcase the his Blue Angels team.
pride and professionalism of
naval aviation as a Blue Angel. On Sept. 11, 2018, Cox joined
15 other pilots in the famed f light demonstration squadron.
He has nothing but gratitude as he looks back on the road that
led him there.
Cox grew up in Chesapeake, Virginia, with a heritage of mili
tary experience—his grandfather, grandmother and father all
served in the military. When choosing a college, he looked everywhere on the East Coast.
“I a lmost immediately k new I wa nted to go to JMU
when I stepped onto campus,” Cox said. “It was beautiful … and
the atmosphere was so much more lively than other campuses.”
After a tour, Cox already felt a sense of community and
knew JMU was where he wanted his home to be for the next
four years. In 2005, Cox graduated with a Bachelor of Science
in public administration and worked in sales and consulting in
Arlington, Virginia, where he eventually met his wife, fellow
Duke Jennifer Fields (’05, ’06M). At this point, Cox realized
he was ready to pursue his Navy dream and applied to Officer
Candidate School in Newport, Rhode Island. He graduated in
2009 and transitioned from civilian life to a military career.
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After earning his wings in 2011, Cox served the Navy in multiple capacities before reporting to Naval Air Station in Fallon,
Nevada, for the U.S. Navy Fighter Weapons School, known as TOPGUN. Upon completion in 2016, he reported to Strike Fighter
Weapons School Atlantic, serving as a tactics instructor, subject matter expert on combat jet weapons systems and an airborne instructor.
Cox attributes his success to grit, dedication and others’ beliefs
in his abilities.
“I remember professors at JMU asking how they could help me
succeed,” he said. “They took time to sit down and help me do
better. I still think about that every day.”
Cox is also appreciative of the opportunities the Navy afforded
him. “It is a culture that promotes professionalism and breeds success to those who have the drive to succeed. In addition to hard
work and determination, I am very grateful to the leadership and
role models who have helped me get to where I am,” he said.
Cox was encouraged to apply to be a Blue Angel, but even being
qualified to apply takes an impressive résumé. Each applicant must
be a career-oriented, carrier-qualified and active-duty Navy or
Marine Corps tactical jet pilot with a minimum of 1,250 flight
hours. After applicants are selected to join the team, they undergo
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(Above): The Blue Angels per
form a thrilling Loop Break Cross
maneuver. (Right): Cox with his
wife, Jennifer (’05, ’06M), and
their children. (Far right): Cox’s
plane, a Boeing F/A-18 Hornet,
refuels from an airborne tanker.

“You can’t ‘be the
change’ unless you
are the change.”

ities. As an active member of Alpha Kappa
rigorous training—flying two to three times
Lambda, Cox learned skills such as conducta day for six months—before touring. Offiing himself professionally and being an outcers generally serve two to three years, while
standing citizen.
enlisted personnel serve three to four years.
Now, as a Blue Angel, Cox represents the
The Blue Angels were established in 1946
— LT. JAMES COX (’05)
grit and resilience of the men and women in
under order from Adm. Chester W. Nimitz,
chief of naval operations, to keep the public interested in naval service and acknowledges that the belief and encouragement of
aviation. In its 73-year history, the team has served as ambassa- others helped him get there.
“I’ve been humbly afforded this opportunity,” he said. “But
dors of goodwill across the globe. Flight demonstrations showcase
the excellence, teamwork and professionalism found in all Navy this goes beyond the scoreboard, beyond the field, beyond the
and Marine Corps units. The team also prioritizes visiting hospi- office and beyond the cockpit. It’s the sense of community and
tals, schools and community functions in each air-show city. Since desire to positively affect the lives of others that will always matter.”
For Cox, becoming a Blue Angel really has been about life
its inception, the team has flown for more than 450 million spectators and had countless interactions with schools, students and beyond the cockpit. “JMU has this saying about Being the Change,
but you can’t ‘be the change’ unless you are the change. If you aren’t
communities to inspire leadership and military appreciation.
Cox is excited to represent JMU and he looks back on his already living in that capacity, you have to embody it yourself.”
Cox sees this as leading from behind, embracing the unglamorMadison Experience fondly. “JMU’s whole message—its sense of
community outreach, creativity, resilience and optimism—means ous job of hard work and accepting that setbacks are part of the journey. “I think that’s why I’m most excited to get into the community
a lot to me.”
The academics were important, but it was outside of the class- as a Blue Angel and share my story of failures and growth,” he said.
room where Cox felt he gained life and character-building qual- “If I’m able to affect the life of just one person, it’s worth it.”
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